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   INSIGNIA , the music band of Shyam Lal College has been rising over the years 

and has been setting the stage on fire with their astounding performances in 

various colleges  inside as well as outside delhi . The main aim of the society is 

to spread music in different forms with different styles and genres using 

different instruments . All the great efforts put by the convener of the society 

Mr. Abbas Tapadar and his team has always uplift the band and his motivation 

and his support is the major reason for the society’s success .  

Genres : INSIGNIA has been playing in different genres, fusions and improvising 

different covers in the western as well as classical Styles. It has been trying to 

give different numbers a simple touch with a strong technical base. The most 

common genre used by the band is classical rock addition to which funk and 

jazz in support with it gives uniqueness and a class to the number. 

Achievements : INSIGNIA represented the college to various institutions inside 

and outside delhi grabbing many rewards adding to the success of the society 

.The Band has left their sparks on the stage of Indian Institute Of Technology 

(Roorkee), Thapar University (Patiala ,Punjab). 

The Duet performers- Jishnu Arora (the Key player ) and Kashish Sharma ( the  

Vocalist) have worked very hard for the session and performed in various 

colleges in solo as well as duet events qualifying all and gained various 

positions . They have represented themselves in Delhi Technological university 

standing on second , Sri Venkateshwara college , Vivekananda College for 

women , University College Of Medical Sciences , New Delhi Institute of 

Management . 

Nikhil Kumar (the lead vocalist ) is engaged in various gigs and spreading his 

soft lines of vocals in the Best Cafes across Delhi. 



TEAM FOR SESSION 2018-2019 – 

1) Jishnu Arora (Head) , the key player ranking top in the University  ECA 

trials. 

2) Abhishek Khanna , the bass player  

3) Pratindra Jain , the lead of the band on guitars. 

4) Nikhil Kumar, the lead Indian Singer.  

5) Peter Jiji , the drum man . 

6) Kashish Sharma ,  western and semi classical Vocalist. 

7) Shikhar Saxena , vocalist . 

8) Karan Singh , the drum machine. 

 

 


